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The Booth Library exhibit of Joan Allen was put together by J. Sain, director of patron services for the Doudna Fine Arts Center. It will be on display until Dec. 31.

Exhibit celebrates Eastern alumna

Actress Joan Allen
starred in films like
‘Pleasantville’, ‘Nixon’,
‘The Crucible’
By KRISTINA PETERS
Editor in Chief

J. Sain said the hair stood up on
the back of his neck when he saw
Joan Allen perform in “One Flew

Over the Cuckoos Nest.”
Allen was a freshman theater arts
major at Eastern when she took on
the role as Nurse Ratched in the
play.
Sain, director of patron services for the Doudna Fine Arts Center
and business manager for the Theater Arts Department, said Allen has
a way of portraying characters that
make them seem so real. He compared that to Allen’s portrayal of
Nurse Ratched.

Planning for union
negotiations to start soon

By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
The University Professionals
of Illinois is beginning the initial
planning stages for contract negotiations.
The current contract will expire
in August 2010, with negotiations
starting spring 2010.
The Negotiation Agenda Committee will hold its first meeting
Nov. 18 and will meet again Dec.
5.
NAC is open to all UPI mem-

bers with the purpose of discussing
contract revisions.
“This is the point at which we
start to deliberate,” said Charles
Delman, president of Eastern’s
chapter of UPI. “What are the big
issues we want to address? What
are the things that are important
to us?”
Delman said the union allows
for plenty of time so that everyone can have a voice in the negotiations.
John Allison, vice president
of Eastern’s chapter of UPI, said
the committee helps to formulate
the goals for the chief negotiating
team.
“They let us know what issues
are important to us,” he said.

»

relating to Allen’s career.
Many of the items he has saved
over the years are now on display
until Dec. 31 in the north lobby of
the Booth Library.
The exhibit coincides with the
2008 Embarras Valley Film Festival
of which Allen is the featured subject.
Sain had recently graduated from
Eastern and started working in the
theater arts program while Allen was
attending the university.

MORE COVERAGE
See The Verge for events on the
Embarras Valley Film Festival this
weekend.

Allen attended Eastern from
1974 to 1976 before transferring to
Northern Illinois University.

»

SEE EXHIBIT, PAGE 5
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Current contract
for University
Professionals
to expire in 2010

“As a freshman theater arts major,
it was incredible for her to take on a
role like that,” Sain said.
After seeing Allen perform in several plays while at Eastern, Sain had
a feeling that Allen would make a
career out of acting.
“There are some students when
you see them perform that have the
ability,” he said.
Sain began collecting programs,
reviews, newspaper and magazine
articles, photographs and other items

SEE UNION, PAGE 5

CAA asks to repeal requirement
Proposal would now
allow for review of
new prerequisite
program-by-program
By Emily Zulz
Administration Editor
The foreign language ad-hoc committee recommended to the Council on Academic Affairs to repeal its
approval of the changes to the foreign language requirement.
“We decided unanimously to
recommend that CAA rescind its
approval of the requirement which
would have taken place in 2010,”
said Les Hyder, who is the chair of
CAA’s foreign language ad-hoc committee.
On April 17, 2008, CAA passed
the proposal to change the foreign
language requirement from two
semesters to three semesters to be

“We decided
unanimously to
recommend that CAA
rescind its approval of
the requirement which
would have taken place
in 2010.”
— Les Hyder, chair of CAA’s
foreign language ad-hoc
committee
effective Fall 2010.
The ad-hoc committee presented
its report and recommendation with
rationale to CAA on Nov. 6.
The committee also recommended approval by CAA for another resolution in its report to CAA.
The report stated CAA encourages each academic program that

offers a major, especially those with
an international focus, to identify a
variety of factors by April 1, 2009.
Those factors include “the needs
of graduates for foreign language
proficiency, study abroad, and cultural awareness and to describe how
those needs are being met in the current curriculum or to submit proposed curricular and programmatic changes that do so,” according to
the report.
Hyder said the rationale for this
resolution as there were some academic programs that favored the foreign language requirement.
“While we found that the requirement should not be implemented across the board for all undergraduate programs, we recognize
that there may be some undergraduate programs where the requirement
would be appropriate,” he said.

»

SEE CAA, PAGE 5
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DEN STAFF
Cooler temperatures are expected for the duration
of the weekend, daytime highs in the lower 40s.
Winds will be out of the west and gusty at times this
weekend

ENTERTAINMENT | A DAILY LOOK

Former ‘Hills’ star loses civil case
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — A jury said
former “Laguna Beach” personality
Jason Wahler owes a tow truck driver
$5,000 in damages for a confrontation more than two years ago.
Eight women and four men decided on Thursday that Wahler committed battery on Dario Stevenson.
The driver said Wahler punched him
in the face and hurled racial slurs at
him and other blacks during a fight in
September 2006.
Wahler, who also appeared on “The
Hills,” acknowledged testimony that
he used racial slurs. Jurors rejected justifications by Wahler’s attorney that
his client was defending his girlfriend
and was too drunk to know what he
was saying. Stevenson may receive
punitive damages, but the amount is
likely to be drastically smaller than the
$1 million his attorney sought.

PHOTO OF THE DAY

Taylor Swift,
Def Leppard team up

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A
year ago, when the guys in Def
Leppard heard that Taylor Swift
wanted to do an episode of the
Country Music Television show
“Crossroads” with them, they had
just one question: Who’s Taylor
Swift?
“There’s always a first time when
you discover a band, whether it’s
the Beatles or Taylor Swift,” Def
Leppard singer Joe Elliott said.
“So we Googled her and iTuned
her and listened to it all and said
‘Wow.’ And you look at how
many records she’s selling and how
lovely and pretty she is and how
exciting it is to be at that point in
your career, because we were there
once – before you were born,”
he added glancing over at the
18-year-old Swift at a recent press
conference.

Former ‘Hills’ star
loses civil case

NEW YORK — Madonna
isn’t going to let lighting and
technical issues keep her from
performing at Dodger Stadium
in Los Angeles.
A statement from her publicist, Liz Rosenberg, said construction of the singer’s stage
came to a halt Wednesday due
to an equipment malfunction.
Although damage to the top
of the stage created several
lighting and technical issues,
Madonna decided to go ahead
with Thursday night’s show.
In an e-mail to The Associated Press, Madonna said: “Even
though my stage roof was
damaged and some lights and
effects aren’t working, I want
to do the show anyway because
I don’t want to disappoint my
fans.”

Twilight walk

KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Students walk near the north part of campus around 5:30 p.m. on Thursday as rain begins to fall. With daylight saving
time beginning last Sunday, the campus is darker earlier.

WHAT THE... | WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Obama naming begins in South Florida
The Associated Press
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — Barack Obama may
have a “funny name,” as he once said – but it
might just catch on among the nation’s newborns.
A Florida couple became among the country’s
first to bestow it on their child, even before most
news outlets had declared the Illinois senator the
president-elect.
Sanjae Obama Fisher was born at 8 p.m. EST at
Hollywood’s Memorial Regional Hospital to Patrick and Sasha Hall Fisher.
A hospital spokeswoman said it was the father’s
idea.
But mom still got to watch the election, after
14 hours at the hospital.
Sanjae has two siblings, 8-year-old sister Shaniah and 4-year-old brother Shane.

In Arkansas, Benjamin Barack Kimbrough was
born at 2:35 p.m. CDT on Election Day to Walter
and Adria Kimbrough. Walter Kimbrough is president of Philander Smith College, a historically
black school in Little Rock.
In Maryland, a mother who went into labor
Tuesday after voting for Obama named her newborn daughter for the Obamas’ two girls, 7-yearold Sasha and Malia, 10.
Lakisha Brown of Joppa gave birth to Sasha Malia Ann Taylor at 12:36 a.m. Wednesday at Greater
Baltimore Medical Center.
GBMC spokesman Michael Schwartzberg said
Brown watched Obama’s victory speech while she
was in labor at the hospital.
She said she was so struck by the love Obama
showed to his daughters that she decided to name
her baby after them.
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Trails approved for bike use
City to use signs to
raise awareness
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
The trails in Lakeview Park and
Woodyard Park were approved for
the construction of bike paths, said
Brian Jones, director of Charleston
Parks and Recreation, after a meeting between the Charleston city staff,
the lllinois Department of Natural Resources and the lUinois Nature
Preserve Commission.
Concerns were raised last month
by residents Becky Walden and Larry Thorsen over the development of
a bike path at Lakeview Park.
Jones said after meetings with the
IDNR and the INPC, it was decided that biking is allowed on the path
but everyone using the park and its
trails must be "cautious, courteous,
respectful and continue to control
the trash."
Walden said in the Times-Courier
on Oct. 7 that the intersecting trails
of Lakeview Park and Woodyard
Park create the potential for collision
and threaten a pristine nature area.

Art faculty exhibition
on display now

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
A desolate sign outlining Charleston's plans to develop a trail system
stands before a covered path in Lakeview Park Thursday.

CAMPUSI APPORTIONMENT BOARD

UB asks for additional allocations
$2,600 approved
for UB movies
unanimously

"I don't have to pay,
and I actually have time
to see the movies when
I'm at Eastern:'

By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor
Apportionment Board unanimously approved the $2,600 lineitem transfer to University Board on
Thursday night at AB's meeting.
University Board asked for
$2,600 to fund the second student
film festival and for money to play
movies in the spring.
Ryan Kerch, the UB movies
coordinator, represented UB.
Kerch said an average of 110 students come to each movie weekend.
Some exceptions were Kung Fu
Panda during Family Weekend,
which had about 400 viewers and
Sex and the City with about 200
viewers.
Kerch said it costs about $806
each time.
Kerch said UB does have money
in the budget for spring movies, but
if UB used that money, they would
have to tap into other funds.
"If we used money from one part
of our budget, we would have to cut
into the money for prizes we hand
out, though," Kerch said.
Either way, UB would have had
to come to AB for movies whether

UNIVERSITY I

- Julianna Stevenson,
Apportionment Board
member

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Ryan Kerch, University Board movies coordinator, speaks to Apportionment Board about events UB movies hosts like showing movies before
they come out on DVD and short films festivals at the AB meeting on
Thursday night in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
through this additional allocation or
a line item transfer for prizes.
The rest of the money would be
used for the second student film festival.
"It's only the second one we've
done," Kerch said. "We want to do
it pretty similar to last year where
we worked with a touring company called College Film Tour that
showed some independent short

films and then all student made
films that qualifY."
The time and date for the film
festival is yet to be determined.
Kerch said the film festival could
be one of the last weekends of the
school year, though.
Student Apportionment Board
member Julianna Stevenson said she
likes weekly UB movies because she
can watch movies that she did not

have time to watch while during the
summer.
"I don't have to pay, and I actually have time to see the movies when
I am at Eastern," she said.
Tiffany Turner, AB chair, said
she thinks the idea for UB movies is
great.
Kyle Collom, student government liaison, said he has seen the
positive outcome the UB movies
had.
"I went to a few and they can
serve many purposes," said Collom.
"They can be a cheap date or give
students something else to do on a
Friday night if they do not go out."
Turner said a proposal for this
additional allocation would be written and be on the Student Senate
agenda at the next Student Senate
meeting.
Heather Holm can be reached at 581 7942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

EN ERGY

University possibly to install wind turbines
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter
Eastern is considering installing
three electricity-generating wind turbines.
The turbines, which generate
power by harnessing wind, would be
located off campus, said Ryan Siegel,
university sustainability coordinator.

"We are looking at universityowned land outside of town," Siegel
said of the possible location for the
turbines.
Siegel declined to say which
properties are being considered.
H e added the university is still
weighing the benefits of adding the
turbines.
"We are currently in the auditing

Embarras Valley Film
Festival events today
There are free events available
today during the Embarras Valley
Film Festival in the lecture hall of
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Murray Pomerance wi ll
present "Big Moments of Small
Performance: The Character
Acting of Joan Allen" at 11:30
a.m.
Andrew Rodgers wi ll
present "The Importance of
Independence" at 2:30p.m, and
Chuck Kleinhans will present
"Politics of Joan Allen in Nixon
and The Contender" at 4 p.m.
For additional Embarras Valley
Film Festival information look in
today's On the Verge or visit evff.
net.

She said in the article that if the
city wants to continue to allow bicycle use, it should develop a detailed
plan and share it with the public
first.
Jones said that the city requested the IDNR do a review of Lakeview Park and Woodyard Park. He
said they also contacted the INPC
because they have a management
contract for the Woodyard Park
property and asked what can and
cannot be done.
After meetings with both the
IDNR and the INPC, Jones said
that it was determined that the trails
are approved for the activities of hiking, biking, and cross-country skiing.
He added the city is working to
make sure signs are to show approved
activities on the trails.
"The City of Charleston is working on getting signage at the park
and will also be placing park boundary markers that show where the
Woodyard Park property is as part
of our agreement with the INPC,"
Jones said.
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7942 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

phase," he said.
Siegel said it is too soon to estimate total costs for the turbines,
since installation costs vary.
The turbines Eastern would
install are General Electric 1.5 megawatt turbines.
The tower supporting the turbine
is 80 meters (about 262 feet) high,
according to data from General Elec-

tric's Web site.
Its rotor blades, which are turned
by the wind to generate electricity,
reach 41 meters (134 feet).
Siegel said Eastern chose this turbine model because it is designed to
work even with low wind speeds.
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 581 7942 or atjmastrouski@eiu.edu.

The 2008 Art Faculty Exhibition
can be viewed at the Tarble Arts
Center through Dec. 7. Hours of
operation for the center are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday.
Participating faculty include:
Katherine Bartel, photographs
and video; Jeff Boshart, sculpture and graphics; Suzan Braun,
loom weavings; Robert Horvath,
abstract and figurative paintings;
and Glen Hild, abstract charcoal
drawings.
For more information, call 5812787.

Outstanding Citizen
of the Year nominations
The Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce is accepting
nominations for the Outstanding
Citizen of the Year.
The chamber has formed a
committee to review the nominations and select an outstanding citizen. The award will be
presented at the Chamber's
annual dinner on Jan. 24, 2009.
Nomination forms are available
at t he Chamber office, 501 Jackson Ave., or by calli ng 345-7041.
Nominations must be received
no later t han Dec. 5.
-Compiled by Associate New Editor
MattHopf

BLOTTER
Terry A. Musich Jr., 20, of Lake
Villa, was charged with aggravated battery, resisting a peace
officer and illegal consumption
of alcohol by a minor after an
approximately 12:45 a.m. Sunday
arrest near 11th Street and Grant
Avenue, said the University Police
Department.

CORRECTION
In Thursday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, the photographer
of a photo was misidentified. The
correct p hotographer is Karla
Browning of The DEN.
The DEN regrets the error.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone 1581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office vi sit 11811 Buzzard Hall

•• •
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I now have

a black
president

Other views on news
CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES REMAIN
In this election, America has made
some pretty significant strides on racial
issues. Black and Hispanic voters turned
out in record numbers to elect America's
first black president.
Many whites overcame their racial
prejudices, and traditionally Republican
states took dramatic swings to the Democratic Party.
H owever, there is a civil rights issue
that is not receiving much attention and
reminds us that vigilance is necessary
in extending the equality of a person's
treatment before the law.
Underlying the fervor of our first
black president, all of the three states
with the measures on their agenda voted to impose a ban on same-sex marriage, Florida, Arizona and even California (who has upheld same-sex marriage
for a number of years).
These bans were passed in places
where Obama's electoral successes, especially Florida, were influenced by mobilized blacks and an ever-growing demographic of Hispanic Democrats, and
displays an underlying prejudice that is
still alive in America.
Same-sex marriage is a huge agenda item for religious reactionaries who
would deny equal treatment to homosexuals before the law. Same sex marriage has taken center-stage, even to
usurp the place of abortion, as the central plank in the "value-voter" agenda.
Reactionary groups such as Focus on
the Family, among others, are actively
seeking a Constitutional Amendment to
define marriage as "a union between one
man and one woman," thereby legislating bigotry in the very cornerstone of
our government. At a time when America is awakening and challenging traditional expectations of race; sex, gender,
and sexual identity must follow...

Editor's note: The remainder of this letter
can be found online at dennews.com.
M itchel Sclmmacher
Senior history r11ajor

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Letters to the editor can be
brought in with identification to The
DEN at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters
may also be submitted electronically
from the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Local polling went smoothly
The anticipation was certainly high. Would
the United States see its first black president, or
its first female vice president?
The 2008 presidential election made American
history. Because of this, considerably more people
registered and voted on Tuesday. Student Executive Vice President Eric Wilber worked at precincts 16 and 17 at the Man in Luther King Jr.
University Union and said that while it was busy
for a while, everything ran smoothly.
Therefore, kudos goes out to both the election commission for making huge procedural
advancements and to the students who took the
time to get out and participate in this democracy.
At precinct 17, which included registered voters from Greek Coun, University Court, Carman, Lawson and Andrews halls, Wilber said 719
of 1,200 registered students voted. These numbers do not include absentee and early votes.
As for precinct 16, which included registered voters from Pemberton, the Triad, Thomas and Taylor halls, 77 percent of registered voters
showed up and cast their vote Tuesday (this also
does not include early or absentee votes).
Even with the incredible turnout, no one
experienced a long line and everything went
smoothly, Wilber said. H e said last election, people had to wait in long lines for hours, some only
to discover they were at the incorrect precinct.
This year, voters were directed to volunteers
who told them whether they were at the right
precinct before having to wait in a line for anything. From there, voters were then directed to
the correct table where they could sign in and
receive a certificate of voter registration.
Wilber said he'd volunteer to work a precinct
again. "It was a long day, but it was fun," he said.

OUR VIEW
• Situation: The two polling locations closest to campus experienced an increase in voter
turnout during Tuesday's election.
• Stance: While we're excited that more students showed up to vote, we're also glad that
the polls were operated more efficiently too.

Another student polling hotspot was at precincts 14, 15, 18 and 19 at the Newman Catholic Center. This is election volunteer veteran June
Giffin's post. She has been volunteering since the
1950s and she said this year's election (even with
the surge of voters) went a lot more smoothly
than it has in the past. Again, this was attributed
to better organization.
H aving someone whose sole duty was to direct
voters to where they are supposed to go kept
the lines - and confusion - to a minimum. Giffin also said the organization of how the precinct
tables were set up this year made a big difference.
"lhey used to be set up in a circle," she said.
This year, the four precincts were more distinctly
quartered off and it made things easier to find.
Giffin's only complaint about this year's election was that T Sx electronic voting machines are
difficult to operate. One machine even broke
down and it was difficult to extract the memory
card and count up the votes.
Other than that, polling went more smoothly
than last election. 'Tve never had so many people
come through," Giffin said.
She said more than 2,000 voters went through
the Newman Catholic Center; twice as many as
last election. The ballot machines aside, Giffin
and Wilber said they couldn't think of anything
they would change for the next election.

Fundraising now a waiting game
Eastern's attempt to raise more money took
another step forward this week.
The Office of Philanthropy hired three people
to equal two full-time positions.
Mike Murray, Kim H acker and T im Davis started Monday as directors of philanthropy.
Two of the individuals will be at 60 percent and
one person will be at 80 percent, said Jill N ilsen,
vice president for external relations.
"Each of these individuals had reasons for not
wanting to work full-time but their experience was
really important to us," N ilsen said.
She said they all come with experience in major
gift fi.mdraising.
'~though probably the greatest skill that is
needed in the area of philanthropy is the ability to
work with people and to listen to donors, it also
helps if our staff is experienced with the types of
ways that folks can make gifts, and these individuals will actually come on board knowing about different vehicles of gift giving such as trusts, requests,
stock," N ilsen said. '1t also will really allow them to
stan full speed."
N ilsen said Eastern has about 70,000 alumni with good addresses and each of these directors
of philanthropy will be working with 80 to 120
donors and friends.

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Three new people were hired to the
philanthropy office to increase fundraising.
• Stance: We need to wait before deciding if the
hirings were a beneficial financial risk to take.

This includes former Eastern football player
Tony Romo who donated $25,000 to the department of communication studies. As directors of
philanthropy, Murray, H acker and Davis will serve
as major gifts officers for the university, and will
actively seek major gifts on behalf of Eastern.
"The larger our staff, the more alums and friends
that we can visit," N ielson said. "So they're going
to enhance our ability to make contacts with more
individuals."
While this is a good idea, there's no way to forecast how good the department can be. But it is a
step in the right direction.
And in a dwindling economy, Eastern will need
more money for the future.
"By adding additional professional staff, we will
have the opportunity to raise additional money
for the institution," Evans said. "We now have the
effective team in place to advance philanthropy at
EIU during this next campaign."
Only time will tell if they will be more effective.

The votes are in. The official count has
not been tallied, but yes, my presidentelect, Barack Obama, is black. And during this historical event, I would like to
reflect on where we have come from as a
nation.
At one point, blacks were not even
considered people. At one time here, in
this America, blacks were not even considered a full human, but only 3/5. H ere,
in this very same America, we had our
very own Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Roger B. Taney, state that "Dred Scott
was not a 'citizen of a state' within the
meaning of the United States Constirution ... and therefore not able to bring
suit in federal coun."
And now here we sit, in that very same
America with such a checkered history in
regards to blacks, with a black president.
N ow, I know some of you may be
thinking, "Why isn't he using the term
1\.frican-American'?" And I am not using
it for a good reason. You see, during
these times that I speak of there was no
such thing as the socially acceptable and
friendly word '~frican-American." You
were either "colored," "black" or another word that I'm sure many are familiar
with.
That is what this country used to be
and still is in certain aspects, but now
we sit with our president-elect, a "black"
man, and realize just how far we have
progressed.
But enough with the reflection, now
that he is elected we have to see what he
does while in office because although
being the first "black" president is a historical feat in itself, his true legacy will be
what he does in his term as the president.
And while many say that the hoopla and celebration of his win is premature
or that he has not done anything yet, in a
sense he has.
H e has instilled hope and faith in the
people of America. During a time of economic turmoil, he is viewed as a glimmer
of hope in these bleak times. This was
seen by the 69 percent of new voters who
were polled that voted for Obama. Or
the 66 percent of voters age 18 to 29 who
also voted for him.
Clearly people felt that it was time
for a change, and voted for the person
who they felt could best help change this
country. The next couple of weeks will be
pivotal in building a political team that
will best help him succeed.
H e was on the right track in picking
Sen. Joe Biden, D -Del., as his vice president, and has continued with the selection of U.S. Rep. Rahm Emanuel as his
Chief of Staff.
These next few weeks will give us
insight into how the Obama administration will work and be ran, as he continues
to select people for cabinet positions. And
as we continue to etch closer and closer
to his inauguration, Jan. 20, for the many
Americans who voted for Obama, just be
patient: H elp is on the way.

Charles Kyle is a senior biological science
major. He can be reached at 581-7942 or
at DENopinions@gmailcom.
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>> CAA

>> Union

FROM PAGE 1
"But that decision should be
made on a program-by-program
basis and not across the board,"
H yder said.
The recommendation allows
academic programs to review its
course requirements and determine
if the needs of its majors for foreign language proficiency and cultural awareness are being met.
If not, then those programs are
encouraged to submit program
provisions to CAA for approval.
The rationale behind the adhoc committee's decision looked
at both major arguments for and
against the requirement.
"The primary tipping points
were that the foreign language
requirement would disadvantage a
significant number of students who
do not have access to quality foreign language requirements in high
school, or it has been awhile since
they took the first two semesters of
foreign language," H yder said.
H e said another point was the
requirement would make it difficult for some students to graduate on time which would result in
greater cost to them.
"Some other reasons that
prompted the recommendation is
Eastern's foreign language requirement would be higher than that of
most other universities in the state
and would put us at a competitive
disadvantage in recruiting students
both transfer and incoming freshmen," H yder said.
The CAA intends to take a vote
on the ad-hoc committee's proposed actions at its Dec. 4 meeting.

>> Exhibit
FROM PAGE 1
Sain kept in touch with Allen
after she left Eastern as he followed
her career.
Sain has saved items from other students as well, one of which is
John Malkovich, who attended Eastern around the same time as Allen.
Charachetures of Allen and Malkovich can be seen in the Booth
Library exhibit.
The two later became founding
members of the Steppenwolf1heatre
Company in Chicago along with

"The primary tipping
points were that the
foreign language
requirement would
disadvantage a
significant number of
students who do not
have access to quality
foreign language
requirements in high
school:'
-

Les Hyder, chair of CAA's
foreign language ad-hoc
commitee

The CAA will first hold an open
forum at 2 p.m. Thursday for people to share their thoughts on the
requirement and recommendation.
Beginning on Sept. 11, the committee met weekly to receive information and comments.
All constituencies with an interest in the foreign language requirement were invited to meet with the
ad hoc committee or send written
comments.
Those included the foreign languages department, provost and
vice president for academic affairs,
college curriculum committees,
career services, transfer relations,
admissions, Council of Deans, off
campus programs, study abroad,
international programs, Continuing Education, Council of Chairs,
Faculty Senate, Student Senate and
Council on Teacher Education.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 -7942
or at eazu/Z@eiu.edu.

Gary Sinise. Allen and Malkovich
also starred in the Broadway production of "Burn This," which she won
a Tony Award for in 1988.
A list of Allen's stage appearances that include Eastern productions,
film roles and awards is displayed on
an easel in Booth Library as patt of
the exhibit.
Some of the plays Allen was in at
Eastern included "Death of a Salesman," "Dracula: Sabbat" and "American Primitive" as well as "The Glass
Menagerie," which was performed in
Charleston.
There is a reference card that lists
all of the plays she was in as well as

FROM PAGE 1
"If the bargaining team knows
their strong support for certain
goals that puts them in a stronger
position to bargain for."
The NAC meetings are just
the initial steps.
As it gets closer to negotiations, UPI will send out a survey to members to get more feedback.
"Starting a committee early
helps us decide what's on people's
minds so we can decide more productively what to ask on the survey," Delman said.
UPI local president Susan
Kaufman said issues vary from
campus to campus, but there are
common denominators among
contract negotiations.
"Our universities have been
substantially under funded for
almost a decade now," she said.
"Our state is not in great fiscal shape. But there appears to
be a growing recognition across
the state that if Illinois' economy
is to grow, our state must have a
strong, well-funded higher education system. Our colleges and
universities must be affordable to
our students, and adequate funding must be provided to attract
and retain quality faculty and
staff," Kaufman added.
Kaufman said all union contract negotiations revolve around
the same issues.
These issues are wages, hours
and working conditions.
"Workloads must be realistic,
faculty and staff have to be paid
competi rive salaries and benefits,
and working conditions must be

her role in one of the display cases.
Photos of Allen in the Eastern
productions are also on display.
'1t's wonderful to have these pictures," said Bob H illman, one of the
exhibit curators.
The other curators are Carl Lorber and David Bell.
One of the things H illman found
when researching Allen's life at Eastern was where she lived - room 211
ofLawson H all.
In 1998, Allen was given the Distinguished Alum Award, but was
unable to accept it in person.
A copy of the letter she wrote
about her gratitude for receiving

such that they bring about the
best results from employees,"
Kaufman said.
Delman said since it's so early in the negotiation process, he
could only generalize on what
contract issues there were.
"The big theme I'd like to
emphasis is that our interest in
negotiating is... to create better lives and working conditions
for ourselves, but... we strongly
believe it also creates a better university for the students and everyone we serve," he said.
Delman said if the university has attractive workloads and
working conditions then the university will get the best faculty and provide the faculty with
opportunities to do their best
work.
"I think working conditions
will be big," he said.
"That's just my prediction.
We're going to want to certainly maintain salary growth and
keep our compensation competitive. Working conditions are also
important."
Allison served as chief negotiator during the last negotiations.
UPI's current agreement runs
from 2006-2010, Allison said.
The negotiation teams concluded discussions in late Fall
2005, but all the necessary parties
on both sides signed the agreement on Jan. 19, 2007, he said.
"There are always some issues
that don't get resolved on both
sides," Allison said. "Some of
those issues may not be primary
issues anymore."
Allison said this is the importance of the NAC meetings to
find out what issues are now
important.

He said he could not presume
what the key issues will be before
he gets to hear what people are
really thinking about.
After NAC meets and a survey is distributed to better accumulate what the members are
interested in, UPI will assemble a
negotiating team.
Allison said it's a long process
of gathering information before
the UPI team and administration
team begin to meet.
"The goal always is to get a
good contract because that helps
Eastern attract and maintain
quality faculty and academic support professionals," he said.
Blair Lord, provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
said it was too early for the
administration to start planning
for the contract negotiations.
"At this point, we barely make
note of items in the contract that
would appear to be things we'd
like to discuss with the union as
they come up in the course of
doing our business," he said.
"We place a note in the file so
we remember it, but we are not
actively sitting down assembling
positions on matters at this time,"
Lord added.
He said plans for the negotiations will begin at the earliest a
year from now.
It may also not be until Spring

2010.
"UPI, because has so many
members, has to go through a
process that takes a longer period
of time than the administration,"
Lord said. "They may start those
kinds of conversations earlier."
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 7942 or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

the award and her apologies for not
being able to come back to Eastern
is also on display.
And in another display case, is a
five-page interview with Allen that
was featured in the Eastern Alumnus Magazine. The interview included questions to Allen about her time
at Eastern.
Movie posters of Allen's film roles
in "lhe Crucible," "lhe Contender,"
"lhe Ice Storm" and others are also
hung to showcase her career.
"Over the last few years she has
become more well known," H illman

Academy Award for her role as Elizabeth Proctor in "lhe Crucible" and
as Senator Laine Billings H anson in
"The Contender" as well as for her
role as Pat Nixon in "Nixon," but
has yet to take home the prize.
'1t's hard enough to win a nomination," H illman said.
Allen is still making movies, and
because she is currently filming her
next film in New Mexico, she was
unable to return for the weekend's
Embarras Valley Film Festival honoring her.

said.

Kristina Peters can be reached at 5817936 or at deneic@gmail.com.

Allen was nominated for an
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TO THE BEAT OF ONE DRUM

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Street drummer Justin Imamura strikes a cymbal during the Street Drum Corps’ performance in the Grand Ballroom Tuesday evening.

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The Street Drum Corps uses many different items like buckets, trash cans
and gas cans as percussion instruments.

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Street Drum Corps member Justin Imamura works his way down the assortment of items
that he uses for percussion instruments Tuesday evening in the Grand Ballroom.

Drummer Justin Imamura makes drummer Jen Froust laugh during the Street Drum Corps
performance in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Tuesday
evening.
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ORGANIZATION I MEETING

NATION BRIEFS

Green
movement
is hot topic

The Associated Press

Bush sets Oval Office
meeting with Obama
WASHINGTON- President Bush
and Barack Obama on Monday
will hold their first substantive
talks about the nation's daunting
priorities as the transition to
a Democratic administration
accelerates.
"We face economic challenges
that will not pause to let a new
president settle in;' Bush told a
gathering of hundreds at the
White House.
"This will also be America's first
wartime presidential transition in
four decades," he said. 'We're in a
struggle against violent extremists
determined to attack us, and they
would like nothing more than to
exploit this period of change to
harm the American people~

Earth-friendly
renovations discussed
ByWILLYONS

Staff Reporter
Along with the usual discussions
at Thursday's Residence Hall Association meeting, guest speaker Ryan
Siegel highlighted the future plans
of Eastern's energy efficient ways.
Siegel, the energy and sustainability coordinator, said the energy savings has reached $15.7 million so far.
The renovations have saved
46,804 pounds of coal, 554 million
gallons of water and kept 309 million pounds of carbon dioxide out
of the atmosphere, Siegel said.
Eastern has been renovating
steadily since 1995, but the campus
community has yet to take notice,
he added.
"We just forgot to tell everyone,"
he said.
The renovations include the
replacement of showerheads, faucet
aerators, toilets/urinals and washing machines. The heating and air
conditioning systems have been
updated, allowing for controls to
be adjusted to compensate for the
different needs of the various areas
and buildings, Siegel said.
He added a future change is the

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Student Government Student Relations Chair Eric Hiltner speaks at Thursday night's Residence Hall Association
meeting in Stevenson Hall about the campus safety walk taking place on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of next week. The walk will be done to examine any possible unsafe places on campus and will begin Monday
with the central part of campus.
replacement of the current steam
plant with a new, cleaner, greener and more efficient biomass power plant.
Also being considered is the
installation of three wind turbines
to bring clean power to the campus. If constructed, it will make
Eastern among the first public universities in the nation to operate its
own turbines, Siegel said.
In other business, RHA discussed the possibility of bringing
the Ulinois Residence Hall Associ-

arion's annual conference to Eastern in 2010. The conference would
bring 100 to 200 people and delegations from various Residence
Hall Associations from around the
state.
In order to bring the conference
back to Eastern for the first time
in 20 years, Alison Burge, national communication coordinator/Illinois communication coordinator,
said she hopes to assemble a bid
team of 13 people that would be
responsible for planning everything

nrilom oo~ lor the long awaited
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for the conference.
Plans were also announced for a
charity event on Jan. 31, 2009. It
will be the first campus-wide basketball tournament. Proceeds will
benefit the local food pantry.
The tournament will likely be
bracketed and will offer divisions
for various organizations such as
residence halls and the Greek community, as well as individual teams.
Wil Lyons can be reached at 581 -7942
or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Gay activists jarred by
California marriage law
LOS ANGELES -In a
heartbreaking defeat for the gayrights movement, California voters
put a stop to gay marriage, creating
uncertainty about the legal status
of 18,000 same-sex couples who
tied the knot during a four-month
window of opportunity opened by
the state's highest court.
The amendment, which passed
with 52 percent of the vote,
overrides that court ruling by
defining marriage as the union of
one man and one woman. The
vote marks the first time a state
took away gay marriage after it had
been legalized.

Homecoming Elect
Plan the most spirited week
of the school year

Saturdav,

November 15, 2008
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
1200 West Polk Ave
Charleston, ll61920
217.345.1010

CI-IIROPRACTlC
& w e lln es s ce n ter

[p/51~
SPA & WELLNEss

Free Appetizers & Beverages
Free Product Samples, Gin Bags,
and Chair Massages.

'

Loacted Above Roes Blackfront 410 6th street

MLK Union
Oakland Room
Tuesday Noon
8:00
Wednesday 9:00 AM
Thursday Noon
8:00 PM
Friday 9:00 AM
4:00 PM

345-6533
DlDETDfJNE fflnNnGEfflfffT

Run an ad in the DEN

(217) 581-2816

Or to schedule an appointment, go to
ouryear . com, and enter school code 1611
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Looking for guitar sold October 1st
at 325 West Madison pawn shop.
Family heirloom, want to buy. Call
anytime 678-925-7884 or 678-3271406
_______________________ 11/7
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS: Busch, Busch Lt 30pk
$14.99, Bud, Bud Lt 20pk $13.99,
Nikolai vodka 1.75Ltr $9.99, Svedka
vodka 750mL $9.99. Fast, Friendly,
Drive up Service. Kegs in stock. Rte
130 at Jackson Ave. 345-5722
_______________________ 11/7
Haiti Connection’s annual hunger
banquet will be held Wednesday,
November 12th from 5-6 pm at the
Newman Center (behind Andrews
Hall). Enjoy a FREE MEAL and learn
about world hunger.
______________________ 11/12
A BABY TO CHERISH! Debby is
a Physical Therapist in a children’s
hospital who dreams of becoming
a mom for the first time. Barry is
a loving husband and TV producer
who fills our home with laughter and
has a natural love for children. We
admire your strength in choosing
adoption. We’re happy to help!
Call Debby directly at 1-800-4180212 debbyandbarry@gmail.com
______________________ 11/14

Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath House near campus for
sale. See at www.corrieappraisal.
com/917Astreet.
________________________ 00
A little bit of Country in Town!
Large building lot w/ all city utilities.
See at www.corrieappraisal.com/
Douglasstreet.
________________________ 00

HIRING IMMEDIATELY! Campus
Marketing Rep. 10-20 hrs. a week
on campus. $10 an hr. Please
Call 1 (888) 839-3385.
____________________ 11/11
Great opportunity for Psychology,
Sociology and Special Education
Majors. CTF needs FT and
PT direct care staff to assist
individuals with developmental
disabilities with daily living skills
and individual training goals in
group homes. Looking for self
motivated staff who will advocate
for the needs of residents.
Shifts available on evenings,
overnights or early morning.
Must be available weekends and
holidays. Must be at least 18
years old w/ HS diploma or GED.
Requires successful completion
of criminal background check.
Requires valid driver’s license
with satisfactory driving record.
Preference given to applicants
who will be available to work
spring break and over the
summer. Apply in person on the
square @ Charleston Transitional
Facility, 521 7th ST., Charleston.
www.ctfillinois.org EOE
____________________ 11/13
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
____________________ 12/15
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Roommate wanted for 5 BR
house.
2 Blocks from EIU
campus, furnished, w/ internet
hookup.
$250/mo. plus
utilities. Call 217-868-5535 if
interested.
___________________ 11/11
1-2 roommates for fall ‘08spring ‘09. 4 bedroom house.
Appliances included. 217-8211970.
___________________ 11/21
Brittany Ridge- 3 roommates
needed for Fall ‘09.
No
smoking or pets. Rent starting
at $250 plus utilities. Very
nice condition. 2.5 baths. Call
Kendra 309-838-1966
___________________ 11/21
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES IS LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF
OUR LOCATIONS. ALL VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, WITH REDUCED
RATES. CALL (217)345-5022
www.unique-properties.net
___________________ 12/15

Looking for a female or male for
spring semester 2009. Kitchen,
living-room, W/D, 3 Bedroom,
3 Bath. Each person has own
Bedroom, Bathroom, & Walkin Closet. All utilities included.
$416/MO. For more questions
or contact info call Tiffanee at
1-217-343-1369.
____________________ 11/6
Female
sub-lessor
needed
Spring semester 2009! Brand
new townhouses on 9th St.
Washer/ Dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. 3 bedroom,
2 and one-half bath. All wood
and stone floors! $350 a month.
Call Ali 224-637-0036.
___________________ 11/12
Female
sub-lessor
needed
Spring 2009. Large, clean, new
apt. on 9th St. $350/mo plus
utilities. Call 847-987-0744.
___________________ 11/12
Sublease
needed.
Master
bedroom w/bathroom. Two
blocks from campus. $250/
month plus utilities. Call
Megan 618-553-9238.
___________________ 11/19
2 BR 1 Bath large duplex
w/ WD, DW, hot tub! Pets
welcome. Available spring 09.
$700/month. 618-593-5392
___________________ 11/20
Roommate
wanted
Spring
2009 semester: affordable,
1 bedroom in 3 bedroom
apartment located 1 block off
campus.
$320 per month.
Furnished, friendly roommates.
Call (847)-404-9496
___________________ 11/21
SUBLEASE FOR JANUARY! 1
BR apt. at 1518 1st St. www.
gbadgerrentals.com
3459595
_____________________ 00
Huge 1 Bedroom loft available
mid December. Hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings. Cable,
internet, water, trash included.
Pets welcome! $400/month.
Call 217-474-7390.
_____________________ 00

2 BR at 2152 11th St. New, modern,
close, and quiet. www.gbadgerrentals.
com 345-9595
_________________________11/13
5 BR, 3 Bath House - 2160 11th St. All
new with everything, great yard. 1 1/2
blockstocampus.www.gbadgerrentals.
com 345-9595
_________________________11/13
For Rent Fall 09. 4 bedroom, 2 bath
house 2 blocks from campus. Washer/
dryer, dishwasher. Call 276-7003.
__________________________11/7
303 Polk: 2+ BR, 2009-2010. Stove,
fridge, W/D, cable. $650/MO. 630885-3543
__________________________11/7
New for 2009 school year: 3 BR 2 5
Baths just east of campus. www.
RCRrentals.com or 345-5832.
__________________________11/7
Leasing for Aug ‘09 Campus View
Suites. 4 BR, 2 Bath, furnished, w/ 48
in. flat screen T.V. plus cable. Next to
Marty’s. Dave, 232-1543
_________________________11/10
APARTMENTS across from Doudna
building, 2 BR. www.eiuapts.com
345-2416
_________________________11/11
HOUSE across from Panther Paw. 5
people needed. www.eiuapts.com
345-2416
_________________________11/11
Fall of ‘09: 1 bedroom apartments just
east of campus, recently renovated.
www.RCRrentals.com or 345-5832.
_________________________11/13
3 BR 2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE: New
construction, must see! Call 24 hrs.,
630-505-8374.
_________________________11/14
GET THE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEFORE IT”S GONE! NOW RENTING
FOR THE 2009-2010 SCHOOL YEAR:
1,2,3,4, and 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL TOM @
708-772-3711 or CATHY @ 217-2541311 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
www.hal bergrentals.com
_________________________11/15
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY:
2
bedroom home. Washer/dryer, trash
and lawn service included. No pets.
$500/month.
345-5037.
www.
chucktownrentals.com
_________________________11/14
FALL ‘09: 4 and 5 bedroom homes.
Washer/Dryer, central air, trash, and
lawn service provided. No pets. $300/
person/month. 345-5037
www.
chucktownrentals.com
_________________________11/14
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES:
Fall 09-10. 4-5 bedrooms, refrigerator,
dishwasher, carpet, laundry, washer/
dryer. ALL BRAND NEW! Close to
campus. MUST SEE!! 708-724-6753
_________________________11/19
HOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedrooms (5
open), full kitchen and laundry room, 3
full baths, large living and dining room,
lots of space. Call 217-496-3084.
_________________________11/21
FALL 09: 3, 2 BEDROOM HOUSES, 2
BEDROOM 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 217-549-3241.
_________________________11/21
House for rent Spring ‘09. $330/mon,
1 BR w/ garage. Stop by 2015 10th St.
Call Jim 815-351-7089
_________________________11/21
2 bedroom, i bath duplex. $435/month.
Call 898-4588
_________________________11/21
1 bedroom apartment. $400 per month.
2 bedroom apartment with garage.
$475 per month. 217-259-6605.

_________________________11/21
3BD/2 BATH APT AT 2403 8th,
FURNISHED, ONLY 7 UNITS LEFT,
NEW STACKED W/D, ALL INCLUSIVE
PRICES $435 PER PERSON 4 UNITS
ALL TILED, OR 3 UNITS WITH NEW
CARPET. CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW
AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________12/01
2 BD HOUSE AT 1613 12th STREET
W/BASEMENTD/W,W/D,GARBAGE
INCLUDED & NICE BACKYARD.
CALL 345-6210 OR EIPROPS.COM
_________________________12/01
NICE 2 BD APT AT 812 TAFT, FREE
W/D IN EACH UNIT, FURNISHED,
2 UNITS ALL TILED, 2 UNITS ALL
CARPET.
$375 PER PERSON,
GARBAGE INCLUDED CALL 3456210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________12/01
5 BD/ 1.5 BATH HOUSE, OR 6 BD/
2 BATH HOUSE, ONLY 2 BIGGER
HOUSES LEFT!!! WOOD FLOORS,
TILE, & NEW CARPET, NICE BACK
PORCH, D/W, W/D, & GARBAGE
INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________12/01
3 BD/ 2 1/2 BATHROOM HOUSE,
OPEN FLOOR PLAN, WOOD
FLOORS, NEW CARPET, W/D, D/W,
FURNISHED, CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW AT
EIPROPS.COM
_________________________12/01
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YEAR! 1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM
FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT GREAT LOCATIONS!
CALL TODAY TO SEE THEM!
UNIQUE HOMES PROPERTIES, (217)
345-5022
www.unique-properties.
net
_________________________12/15
APARTMENT TO RENT FOR SPRING
‘09! LOCATED RIGHT NEXT TO
CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED, AND
SPACIOUS FLOOR PLANS. UNIQUE
HOMES PROPERTIES, (217) 345-5022
www.unique-properties.net
_________________________12/15
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YEAR! UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1
BEDROOM DUPLEXES LOCATED
AT 1304 4TH T. A & B. GREAT
LOCATION. CALL TODAY TO SEE
THEM! (217)345-5022 OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE, www.unique-properties.net
_________________________12/15
1 bedroom, extra large apartment.
Available December 16th. Cat okay.
Ideal for a couple. $365 a month. 743
6th St. 345-6127 or 508-6596.
___________________________ 00
SUMMER/FALL ‘09: 1, 2, & 4 BR
Apts , numerous locations. Appliances
included. $240-$495/MO. Ph. 3487746. www.CharlestonILApts.com
___________________________ 00
2 BR furnished apt, trash & water
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR
Townhouses, 2 1/2 bath, W/D. Trash
included. 348-5427or 549-1957
___________________________ 00
HOUSES: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedrooms.
Washers/dryers, dishwashers, air. Close
to campus. 345-6967
___________________________ 00
RECENTLY REMODELED. 5 bedroom,
2 bath house. Close to campus.
Dishwasher, washer/dryer, central air.
345-6967
___________________________ 00
NOW RENTING FALL ‘09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIALS.
Brittany Ridge
Townhouses,
3-4
bedrooms.
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash, central

air. 234-7368
___________________________ 00
EIU Students, we have the place for you!
1812 9th St. offers 1, 2, 3, 4 BR apts.
They are fully furnished and updated.
Parking and trash included, laundry on
premises, and dusk-to-dawn security
lighting. Locally owned for 14 years.
Please call to schedule a showing. 3480673, leave a message.
___________________________ 00
Leasing Spring 2009! 2 BR apt: central
air, w/d, no pets, trash included. 617
W. Grant. $275 per person, $500 for
one. 217-348-3075
___________________________ 00
AFFORDABLE APARTMENTS close to
campus for guys or girls. Studio, 1, 3, 4
bedrooms. 345-6967.
___________________________ 00
GUYS! GIRLS! GREAT RATES!
Houses close to campus: 2,3,4,5,6,7
bedrooms. All appliances including
dishwashers and washers/ dryers. 3456967.
___________________________ 00
VILLAGERENTALS2009-2010Rentals.
1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR houses. Call
217-345-2516 for an appointment.
___________________________ 00
Driftwood apartment for rent. 2
bedroom for Fall ‘08. Special pricing:
$550 per month. 217-276-4509.
___________________________ 00
For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom houses one
block off campus on 7th St. 4 bedroom
apartment and studios available. Call
217-728-8709.
___________________________ 00
For lease: 09-10. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Bedroom
homes. Complete viewing at blhi.org or
217-273-0675
___________________________ 00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1 5ba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd water/
int/cable Lynn-Ro 1201 Arthur 1,2,3br
w/d in all units. Stop by office at 1509 S.
2nd or call 345-0936 lsrozek@aol.com
___________________________ 00
YOU CAN’T GET ANY CLOSER! Park
Place Apartment is renting for Fall 2009.
1,2 and 3 bedroom furnished apartment.
We have the size and price to fit your
needs. Stop by 715 Grant Ave, #101
or call 348-1479 ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.
com
___________________________ 00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS- 1 bedroom
apartments available August 2009.
www.ppwrentals.com 348-8249
___________________________ 00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL!
Apt. with 1 bedroom loft. Furnished for
a couple or single. $385 for 1 or $435
for 2. 1/2 duplex-1 block N. of O’Brien
Field for school year 2009-2010. Call
Jan 345-8350.
___________________________ 00
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
COM
___________________________ 00
Ladies: Large 5, 6, and 7 BR houses,
1/2 block from campus. 10 MONTH
LEASES. www.te-jrentals.com 3455048
___________________________ 00
Ladies: Furnished 2&3 BR apts. Best
deals! 10 MONTH LEASES. te-jrentals.
com 345-5048
___________________________ 00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND
TOWNHOUSES.
ALL
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL 217493-7559, OR VISIT US AT www.
myeiuhome.com.

___________________________ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW
SHOWING
20092010 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS, DUPLEXES, HOUSES.
VIEW PROPERTIES AT WWW.
EIPROPS.COM OR CALL 217-3456210.
___________________________ 00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON. 3 BR.
AWAY FROM CAMPUS. BOTH
WITH APPLIANCES, W/D. TRASH.
PHONE 345-7244, 649-0651
___________________________ 00
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks from Old
Main. W/D. $375/month. No pets.
273-1395.
___________________________ 00
Efficiency, close to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, A/C. Male
only, no smoking, no pets. 345-3232,
days.
___________________________ 00
FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bedroom Apartments, two blocks from
Old Main, starting at $350/MO. 217549-1060
___________________________ 00
Excellent location. 2 bedroom apts. All
inclusive. Great Rates. 273-2048
___________________________ 00
Large 1 bedroom apts. Very close to
campus. Everything included. 2732048.
___________________________ 00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water and
trash included, off street parking. $400/
mo. Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
___________________________ 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, W/D, bar,
off-street parking. Call 217-202-4456
___________________________ 00
YOU’VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus Pointe
Apartments offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
with individual leases AND roommate
matching. Our rent includes CABLE, HISPEED INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we give
you $60-$75 toward your monthly
electric bill!!! . . . AND THAT’S NOT
ALL! We have a 24-hour clubhouse
that offers a tanning bed, fitness center,
game room, and computer lab with
unlimited printing. CALL 345-6001 or
visit www apartmentseiu.com today!
___________________________ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES:
3-4 bedroom, $200 p/p. Refrigerator,
stove, water, trash, central air. 2347368
___________________________ 00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.
345-6533
___________________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across
from Lantz. Fully Furnished. $400/
month. Grantview Apartments. 3453353.
___________________________ 00
University Village: 4 bedroom houses,
$450/per person. All utilities included.
345-1400
___________________________ 00
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER
& TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF
OFF-STREET PARKING. BUCHANAN
ST. APTS. CALL 345-1266.
___________________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345-2363.
___________________________ 00
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>> Richey
FROM PAGE 12

Eastern returns nearly its entire
team from last season. Only Brittney
Coleman (graduation) and Jessica
Huffman (transfer to Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis) aren't back this
year. But neither was a primary threat
for the Panthers in their run through
the OVC last season.
Coleman missed the entire season
because of an injury and Huffman
played a more reserve role after suffer-

>> Football
FROM PAGE 12

"When protection breaks down
and guys start scrambling in their
routes and it creates confusion
in the back end, they can hit a
big play," Bellantoni said. "I've
thought for three years he's been
the premier quarterback in our
league because of how dangerous
he is throwing and running."
Bellantoni said the Panthers
would need a defensive performance like they had against Murray State on Saturday to keep the
Tigers' offense in check.
Eastern held Murray State to
six points and had two sacks and
four hurries on red-shirt sophomore quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt.
The Panthers also had two
interceptions and recovered one
fumble.
"The biggest thing is when we
get the takeaways and set up the
offense we win games," Bellantoni said. "When we don't, we lose.
The games we won we've gotten
at least two if not three or more
takeaways."
Bellantoni said the Panthers
would also have to rely on the
speed and athleticism of their
defensive line to put pressure on
a mobile H effner.

ing an injury of her own. The players
that contributed the most are back.
Senior forward Rachel Galligan
was named Preseason All-OVC First
Team and already could be a finalist
for OVC Player of the Year. Galligan
is a force in the post but can also step
out and nail a mid-range jumper.
Teams double and even triple
teamed Galligan last season, but the
Bloomington native battled through
the extra defenders and managed to
lead the league in scoring (18.5 ppg).
Senior forward Lindsey Kluempers
can score inside and rebound, but she

"Guys have him sacked dead
to rights and he just makes two
guys miss," Bellantoni said.
"When we get in there, we're
going to have to be able to make
our plays. We're going to have to
take advantage of, when we do
get back there, getting him on
the ground."
The Tigers' offense doesn't end
with H efffner.
Tennessee State also has senior
running back Javarris Williams,
who leads the OVC in rushing (944 yards) and touchdowns

(14).
"He's what makes their offense
go," Bellantoni said. " H e can
obviously carry the ball for them
30, 35 or 40 times a game."
Tennessee State also has senior
wide receiver Chris Johnson and
junior wide receiver JuJaun Spillman, a Louisville transfer.
Johnson and Spillman have
combined for 980 receiving yards
and six touchdowns.
"Spillman comes in last minute and he adds another dimension to their offense," Bellantoni said. "The guy can really, really run. H e was a player at Louisville. This is a legitimate I-A type
offense we're playing this week."
Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

can also step out past the 3-point line
and consistently make her shots.
Senior guard Ellen Canale is the
Panthers' most tenacious defender
and dogs opposing guards from one
end of the floor to another.
Senior guard Megan Edwards
runs the point and does so efficiently.
Edwards lost one year of playing after
tearing her ACL prior to her sophomore season, but she elected not to
use the red-shltt season and will finish
her Eastern career this year.
Red-shltt junior guard Dominique
Sims rounds out the Panthers' statt-
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3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700 per month. 6
to choose from. Cal1234-7368.
- - - - - - - - - 00
2, 4, and 5 BR houses and 1 BR luxury
apartments. Great locations, very dose. www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
- - - - - - - - - 00
2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely close to
campus. Great Price! (217) 254-0754
- - - - - - - - - 00
200912010 school year. 3-6 bedroom tn.res.
Washer/dryer, NC, off street parking. 10 month
lease. Cal1273-1395.
- - - - - - - - - 00
Driftwood apartments now renting for 2009.
2 BR, WID, enclosed deck Very nice. $585/
rrooth. 217-276-4509.
- - - - - - - - - 00
Lincolnwood Pinelree Apartments renting
studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for 200912010.
Very dose to caJ11lUS and affoldable rent Call
345-6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated.
net
- - - - - - - - - 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has 2
bedroom apartments available. Call 345-6000.
Email Linc:PineApt@corrolidated.net
- - - - - - - - - 00
2 bedroom 1.5 bath apartment Central Air, WI
D, Dishwasher, Walk in dosets. No Pets. $275
per person. 1017 Wocxllawn. 348-3075
- - - - - - - - - 00
3 bedroom house. OA, WID, Dishwasher, l.g
room. No Pets. $350 per person. 1510 Bstreet
348-3075
- - - - - - - - - 00
2 bedroom 2 bath apartment WID, GA Large
kitchen with spacious room and big closels. No
Pets. $300.$325 per person. 1520and 1521 c
street 348-3075
- - - - - - - - - 00

Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY
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torrent

The Panthers also have a deep
bench. Junior forward Maggie Kloak
does many of the same things that
makes Galligan a force to be reckoned
with. Junior guard Ashley Thomas rounds out the Panthers' primary
rotation and is a shooting threat from
deep but still rebounds well.
That depth will be accentuated
this season with the addition of two

PV

11

f •'

game.

freshmen that could be key contributors.
Freshman guard Pilar Walker is
nonstop energy from end to end, is
an aggressive defender and takes care
of the ball. Freshman forward Chantelle Pressley has Kluempers' length
but does most of her damage in the
paint.
That depth will be the difference
maker in even more postseason success this year.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

16

FALL '08 QUALITYJCONVENIEI\'CE 2 &
3 bedroom apartments. Washer & Dryer
included 1-2 blocks from carT4JUS. (217)4937559 www.myeiuhome.com
- - - - - - - - - 00
1,2,3,4 bedroom Houses and Duplexes,
Campus side! Only seconds away! www.
jensenrentals.com 217.345.6100
- - - - - - - - - 00
Close to~ 3 bedroom house avail. 2~
09. CA w/ heat pulll>, WID, reNcarpet.10.12
mo lease. $90CVmo. 549-5402
- - - - - - - - - 00
NOW RENTING FALL '08-'09: Efficiencies,
1,2, and 3 bedrooms. All utilities, cable. and
internet included. 234-7368
- - - - - - - - - 00
3 BR apt for lease. 1051 7th St No pets. 3457286, www jwilliamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - 00
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and 1041 7th St
No pets. 345-7286, www.jwilliam;rental.com
- - - - - - - - - 00
Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR. Close to
campus, laundly, parking. no pets. 345-7286,
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - 00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXGLLENT LOCATIO N. WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL THREE VANmES
INO.UDED. CALL (217)493-7559 OR VISIT
USATWWWMYEIUHOMECOM
- - - - - - - - - 00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. Furnished and
Unfurnished-Awesome Location! jbapartments.
com 217.345.6100
- - - - - - - - - 00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the square. All utilities
included except electricity. $475-$500. Call
234-7368.
- - - - - - - - - 00

ing lineup, and she does a little bit of
everything. Sims can score from anywhere on the court, rebounds well
and will have at least three assists per
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Unforgettable
edible
Concern of a
certain federal
commissioner
Fission boat?
Capital on the
Rimae River
Plays
1040 am!.
Nero's buyer
Vehicle for an
annual round-theworld trip
Ingredient in
plastics
Mention casually
Her theme song
was a 1966 hit
Opium product
Pan
Clash sharply
Be in the red for
black and tans?
Registration agcy.
His chariot was
drawn by four
fire-breathing
horses
Neighbor of
Sunnyside in
New York
Indication that
one is just teasing
Occurrence after
the first and third
quarters of the
moon

Edited by Will Shortz
No. 1003
Crossword
Nirvana
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46

Mad specialty
Take-out meal?
53 Large copier
54 Tropical fruit, in
Toledo
57 See 58-Down
58 On account (of)
62 Not so much
63 They're usually
even on one side
50
52

DOWN
One entering a
number
2 One day
3 Defeats decisively
4 Of blood
5 Good day?: Abbr.
6 Rack up
7 Old name in
news
a Drawing device
9 Regal symbols
10 Occurrence after
retiring
11 Advantage
12 They cover the
ears
13 You might
exchange words
with them
14 Order member
15 "I don't know"
lead-in
22 _
around
(close to)
1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE BY HARVEYESTES
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25
27
28
29
32

34
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41

Shoot in the
garden
Fat, to Fran.;:ois
Many skit actors
Not very sharp
Western costume
accessory
Leading
N.F.L. cornerback
Starks
Head pieces
Unlikely number
for a rock concert
National service
Actress
Andersson of
"Persona"
One stuck in the
snow

43

19th-century
literary family in
Massachusetts

47

They're below
some chests

48

2002 AI Pacino

49

Trackers' aids

51

Longtime "Days
of Our Lives"
actress Jones

52

One stripping
on a kitchen
counter

58

With 57 -Across,
welcome words
when the check
arrives

film

54

City noted for its
campanile

55

Fingered

56

Square

59

Kidder's word

60

Historic barrier
breaker

61

Hacker's aid

For answers. ca 1-900-285-5656. $ 1.49 a m nute; or. w th a
cred t card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the as! 50 years: 1-888-7 -ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es. nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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VOLLEYBALL I W EEKEN D PREVIEW

Panthers play final home stand
OVC leader Tennessee
Tech challenges
East ern at Lantz Arena

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Team
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Tennessee Martin
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Eastern Illinois

By BOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter
Eastern will play its final home
matches of the season when they
host Jacksonville State at 7 tonight
and Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m. Saturday at Lantz Arena.
At 4-21 overall and 1-13 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, the Panthers want to show some strength in
their final home stand.
Sophomore Jorie Dieter said she
is ready to grind it out the remaining
four matches.
"We've had a bad year I guess,"
Dieter said. "If we end it good, we
can continue it into next year and
keep momentum going."
Dieter has been hot lately with 26
of her 48 kills this season in the last
five matches. She will be a key player
when Eastern faces its OVC rivals.
Jacksonville State (7-17, 3-11
OVC) defeated Eastern in a sweep
(25-20, 25-14, 25-13) Sept. 27 in
Jacksonville, Ala.
The Gamecocks led the match in
kills (44-20) and hitting percentage

(.333-.034).
Gamecocks' junior outside hitter Brittney Whitten had 19 kills in
that match. Whitten was a preseason
OVC Second Team selection. She
has a team-high 347 kills and is second in digs with 377 saved balls.

>> Soccer
FROM PAGE 12
The Bluejays (11-1-3, 3-0MVC) could win their third
straight MVC tide and win the
conference outright with a win
against the Panthers.
They are the No. 2 team in the
nation according to the National Soccer Coaches Association of
American and for good reason.
Creighton has allowed just four
goals the entire season and lead the
nation with a 0.27 goals against
average.
Senior midfielder Andrei Gotsmanov, who has nine goals and

November 7 - 13

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3: SENIOR YEAR
(G) FRI, SUN · THURS 7:00 FRI SAT 9:20

StfN MAT 2:00

MADAGASCAR 2: ESCAPE 2 AFRICA (PG)
DA LY6:45FRI SAT900 SAT SUN MAT 2:15
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ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman middle blocker Melanie Boykins tips the ball against UT Martin
Oct. 28 at Lantz Arena. The Panthers lost in four sets.

"(Whitten) is very athletic and
fast," Eastern head coach Lori Ben-

nett said. "We will work hard to contain her."

one assist, leads the Bluejays. Gotsmanov will not play against the
Panthers because he was given his
fifth yellow card in Creighton's 20 win against Drake on Saturday.
Creighton junior forward Jeff Thayer has three goals and four assists,
1he Bluejays also have a strong
goalkeeper in Brian Holt who has a
0.30 goals against average.
"They have done a very good job
this year of locking down teams,"
Howarth said. "I think they're the
No. 1 in the country in terms of
goals against, so we have our work
cut out but we have done a very
good job of scoring goals this year.
It's going to be a great test for the
forwards, and hopefully we can

"We are real confident
after the game last
weekend against
Missouri State;'
-Ma rk Ha nsen,
Eastern senior goalkeeper
come away with a goal or two."
Hansen said that the Bluejays
are a skillful team and like to play
direct.
"We are real confident after the
game last weekend against Missouri
State," Hansen said. "We have had
a great week of practice so far."
Creighton will be the fourth
ranked team Eastern has played this

ovc
12-2
11-3
10-4
9-5
9-5

6-8
5-9
4-10
3-11

1-13

Tennessee Tech (15-9, 12-2
OVC) beat the Panthers in a sweep
(25-17, 25-14, 25-12) Sept. 26 in
Cookeville, Tenn. The Golden Eagles
are currently on a seven-match winning streak and are leading Morehead State for the No. 1 spot in the
OVC by one match.
"1hey run a lot of slides, attacking behind the setter," Bennett said.
"We need to watch out for that and
their strong hitters."
Golden Eagles' sophomore outside hitter Leah Meffert earned OVC
Offensive Player of the Week Honors
this past week with 26 kills against
Eastern Kentucky.
Tennessee Tech junior outside hitter Amanda Lingren is another player Eastern needs to stop.
She has 234 kills this season, second to Meffert's 263.
Bennett said Eastern will need to
maintain its offensive and defensive
composure in both matches. Saturday's match will be Senior Day with
senior middle hitter Lauren Sopcic

season. The Panthers lost to No. 14
Northwestern, No. 21 Ohio State
and No. 25 Drake. Howarth said
playing these teams makes sure his
team is not intimidated by anyone.
"Not too many teams on campus play these types of teams, and
we play the No. 2 team in the
nation," Howarth said. "It's a great
motivation for our guys. The great
thing about it is it is a great recruiting tool because when you play
those teams people want to come
out and see you."
The Panthers will honor seniors
Peters, Hansen, defender Adam
Gartner, defender Eddie Barnes,
defender Patrick Mabeya, midfielder Mike Lewis and defender Jeff

Overall
15-9
20-6
18-9
11-11
12-12
8-20
7-15
6-18
7-17
4 -21

Streak
Win 7
Win 1
Lose 2
Win4
Win 2
Lose 2
Lose 1
Win 1
Lose 1
Lose ?

OVC KILLS LEADERS
Name
1. L. Loescher
2. B. Whitten
3. S. Champine
4. C. Vorbeck
5.J.Mollman
6. A. Doscher
7. C. Lowe
8. K. Craven
9. C. Keaton
10. L. Meffert

Team
EKU
JSU
APSU
JSU
APSU
MOR
TSU
MOR
SEMO

nu

and senior libero Laura Welsh playing their last home match in an Eastern uniform.
Dieter said she wants to win Saturday's emotion-driven match.
'1 want to win it for the seniors,"
she said. "As much as we want to win
for them, we have to also play for
ourselves and stay focused."
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.

Scheffers.
Howarth said he always asks his
seniors how they want to leave their
mark on their program, and he said
he thinks these seniors have accomplished a lot.
"I think the seniors have a great
opportunity to do well," Howarth
said. "That's their biggest thing. I
think they want to finish on a high
note."
Peters said a win against Creighton would mean more because the
Bluejays are the No. 2 team in the
nation, and it is his last match at
home.
Dan Cusack can be reached 5817944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN VS.ILLINOIS COLLEGE

Eastern tunes up for season
Panthers to play
Illinois College in lone
preseason match up
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor
Last season was a rough year for
the Eastern men's basketball team.
The Panthers finished the 2007-2008
season with a 7-22 overall record and
lOth place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The men's basketball team will
start its 2008-2009 season - and look
to improve on last year's results - with
an exhibition game at 7 p.m. Saturday against illinois College at Lantz
Arena.
Eastern has eight new players
including four freshmen and four
transfers.
The Panthers return just five players from last year's roster including
leading scorer junior guard Romain
Martin (13.6 ppg), sophomore guard
Tyler Laser (7.4 ppg) and last year's
leading rebounder junior center Ousmane Cisse (5.8 rpg).
Eastern head coach Mike Miller said the team has gelled pretty well
so far this preseason with some days
looking berter than others.
"(Wednesday) was our 16th practice, so at times we have had pockets in there that have looked pretty good," Miller said. "We came off a
long stretch there we had scrimmaged
on Saturday and had a long stretch of
practice and our practices on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday were
pretty good. We took a day off, and it

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior forward Billy Parrish, left, and junior guard Jay Smith, right, practice guarding on Thursday afternoon in
Lantz Arena. The Panthers will open up preseason play against Illinois College at 7 p.m. at Lantz Arena.

was not as sharp. It has been up and
down a little bit. We are trying to find
the consistency with everything else."
Laser said the Panthers looked better in preseason practice than last season.
"We have a lot of guys that are
buying into the system," Laser said.
''A lot of guys want to be out there,
want to get better everyday. Our
overall skill is a lot berter this year, so

we've got good things coming."
Miller said he hopes the team plays
the way the coaches have emphasized
what is important in practice.
"We really want to play defense.
We are really putting a premium on
rebounding and an area we have to
do berter is taking care of the ball,"
Miller said.
Martin said the team is deep in
every position, which has made prac-

tices more competitive.
''1his year we are more focused;
we have guys out there playing hard
in practice to earn themselves a spot,"
Martin said. '1 think in practice we
are looking much stronger."
Miller said depth could be a
strength for the Panthers because
they have a number of players that
are competing for spots on the court.
He said he has not decided on his

starting lineup for Saturday's game
against Illinois College.
'1 don't know if there's a spot out
there that's just a given - that this guy
is going to be in there every night,"
Miller said. ''And that is one of the
things we need to hang our hat on.
We have to compete everyday for that
spot."
Eastern will try a number of different lineups it may not use during
the season.
The Panthers will rely on last year's
exhibition game against Illinois College for their scouting for the game.
Eastern defeated the Blueboys 91-62
at Lantz Arena with Martin leading
all scorers with 21 points.
'1 really like the stuff they did
offensively because it made us do a
lot of things, things we don't necessarily do but we really need work on,"
Miller said. "It will help us from that
perspective."
He said the Blueboys have talented shooters and will try to spread the
Panthers out.
"We are going to have to be alert
and have to be sharp," Miller said.
Laser sat out last season's exhibition against illinois College, but said
Eastern looked good in transition and
had success with its triangle offense.
Martin said everyone is excited to
finally play against another school.
'1 expect guys going out there and
playing hard," Martin said. '1t's the
first home game of the year. We have
the right new faces, and the players
. "
are aruoous.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581 7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

WOMEN'S RUGBY I EASTERN VS. NORTH CARLONA (C LEMSO N, S.C.)

Panthers fight Tar Heels for undefeated season
Team eyeing
first perfect season
since 2002
By BOB SHAUGHNESSY
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's mgby team
continued its tmdefeated season
Wednesday as they beat Oemson 63..0.
The Panthers are now faced with

a tough matchup as they play a difficult North Carolina team at Clemson,
S.C. The game starts at 6 p.m. on Saturday.
Eastern (9-0) needs one more victory to accomplish its goal of going
undefeated - their first time since
2002.
Head coach Frank Graziano said
he does not see any problems with the
Panthers intensity wearing down.
"The team is feeling very confi-

dent," Graziano said. "1here is no
motivation needed at all. They are
geared into go undefeated, and that's
their focus. They worked very hard to
go undefeated."
The game will be on short day's
rest. It will be the Panthers' shortest
break of the season, but Graziano said
he thinks that might be a good thing
as it will give them less time to think
about how a perfect season is on the
line.

"The seniors know that this is the
end of their career, and they will be
ready," Graziano said. '1 don't think
I'm going to have to do much coaching in the next couple days."
Although the game is at a neutral
site, the Panthers have had the opportunity to practice on the game field for
a couple of days after playing Gemson on Wednesday. The game will also
be only the second time the Panthers
have played under the lights. Graziano

said he believes the team enjoys playing night games because they practice
under the lights of O'Brien Stadium
every Tuesday.
Eastern junior flanker Stephanie Militello might play against the
Tar Heels after missing the last three
games with a leg injury. She leads the
team in tackles.
Bob Shaughnessy can be reached at
581 -7944 or at rrshaughnessy@eiu.edu.
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FOOTBALL I EASTERN AT TENNESSEE STATE

NATIONAL SPORTS

Heffner's status unknown

BASKETBALL
Phoenix at Chicago I
7:30 tonight on Comcast
SportsNet

Tigers' starting
quarterback could miss
game with injury

TRIPLE THREAT

By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
Tennessee State senior quarterback Antonio Heffner didn't play
against Eastern during the 2006
season. He missed the game against
the Panthers in the 2007 season as
well. Eastern (4-5, 2-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) won both games - 293 in 2006 and 38-35 the following
year.
Heffner might not play the Panthers for a third straight season
when Eastern travels to Nashville,
Tenn., to play the Tigers I p.m.
Saturday at LP Field.
Heffner missed the Tigers' 4114 win against Tennessee Tech on
Saturday because of an injury and
is still listed as day-to-day despite
holding the top spot in Tennessee
State's depth chart.
"We'll see how he looks (Tuesday) when we practice," Tennessee State head coach James Webster
said about Heffner.
Webster added H effner would
not play if he did not practice
Thursday.
H effner leads the Tigers (7-2, 41 OVC) with 1,7 95 passing yards
and nine touchdowns on 121-of195 passing. While he's thrown 11
interceptions, he has also rushed
for 384 yards and three more
touchdowns. H is backup, sophomore Dominic Grooms - a Missouri transfer - threw for 138 yards
and two touchdowns and rushed
for another score against Tennes-

Ashley Thomas
Eastern's women's basketball team
beat Saint Joseph's (Ind.) by SS points
Wednesday night at Lantz Arena. The
Panthers' 104-point performance led by junior guard Ashley Thomas'
(above) 14 points and four assists was the most points scored by an Eastern women's basketball team since the
Panthers scored 118 in a win against
Illinois-Springfield during the 2006
season.
The women's basketball team isn't
the only Eastern team with blowout
wins this year. Here are three more lopsided victories.

1. Women's rugby - The Panthers have shut out five teams this season and scored at least 52 points while
doing so. Their biggest win, however,
was a 102-0 shellacking of WisconsinStevens Point. Senior wing Samantha
Manto led the Panthers with a careerhigh seven trys in the blowout win.

2. Men's soccer - A five-goal shut
out win might not seem as lopsided
compared to other Eastern victories
this season, but in the world of soccer, the Panthers' 5-0 win against Central Arkansas was a barn burner. Senior
Brad Peters and sophomore Alex Harrison had two goals apiece.

3. Football -

Indiana State nev-

er had a chance in its 38--3 loss to Eastern's football team earlier this season.

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman running back Desmin Ward looks for a clear path to the end zone Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.

see Tech.
Webster said he felt good with
Grooms as quarterback if necessary
because he managed the Tigers'
game against the Golden Eagles
well. Webster said Grooms made
the necessary passes and didn't lose
control of the ball.
" It was one of the best jobs I've
seen since I've been here of managing the game," Webster said about
Grooms' play.
But H effner is still the biggest
threat and Eastern head coach Bob

Spoo said the Panthers were preparing for Saturday's game expecting H effner to play.
"He's an awfully good football
player," Spoo said. "We haven't
faced him the last couple years.
We've been very, very fortunate in
that respect I guess."
Eastern defensive coordinator
Roc Bellantoni agreed with Spoo's
analysis of H effner.
"You click on the film, you
could make a pretty penny if you
made an Antonio H effner high-

light tape and put it on YouTube,"
Bellantoni said. "The guy's like a
human highlight reel."
Bellantoni said H effner is a
threat with his arm and with his
legs but might be the most dangerous when the protection breaks
down around him. Bellantoni said
H effner's scrambling abiliry is what
makes him one of the top quarterbacks, if not the best, in the
league.

»

SEE FOOTBAL.L, PAGE 9

The Panthers had the shut out until
late in the game and got production in
all three phases.

MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN VS. CREIGHTO N

-Scott Richey

Panthers play No.2 team in nation
Team will honor seven
seniors before match
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor

SCOTT RICHEY

The Eastern men's soccer team
played arguably one of its toughest and
best matches of the season in Omaha,
Neb., last season.
Senior forward Brad Peters scored
the Panthers first goal against the then
No. 12 team in the nation, Creighton,
as Eastern took a halfiime lead The
Bluejays responded in the 60th minute
and the two teams went to overtime.
In the second overtime period,
Creighton ended the Panthers hope of
getting at least a tie scoring the matchwinning goal with four-tenths of a second left.
The Panthers (5-9-4, 0-4-0 Missouri Valley Conference) will look to
setde the score with the Bluejays at 2
p.m. Saturday at Lakeside Field when
the Bluejays travd to Charleston for
Eastern's Senior Day.
Eastern senior goalkeeper Mark
Hansen said last season's match is still
fresh in everyone's memory.
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth
said the combination oflast season and
Senior Day should be motivation for
the Panthers.

This is
the year
The Eastern women's basketball team finished the 20072008 season one win away
from qualifying for the NCAA
Tournament when they lost to
Murray State in the Ohio Valley Conference Championship game. This season projects
for even more success from the
Panthers.
A trip to the OVC Tournament? Absolutely.
OVC tide game? Sure.
NCAA Tournament? Yes
they can.

>>

SEE RICHEY, PAGE 9

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Junior defender Nick Bonacker clears a ball from an Evansville forward Oct. 25 at Lakeside Field. The Panthers
face No. 2 Creighton at home this Saturday for the final home match of the season.

"We lost a very, very close game in
the final tenth of a second, so I think
the motivation is there for the guys,"
H owarth said. '1t is Senior Day so

there is another motivation, so there is
a good chance to finish off on the right
note especially with the group of guys
we have had They have been very good

over the years, so we want to make sure
they finish off on a good note."

»

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 10

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Today vs. Jacksonville State
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

FOOTBALL
Saturday at Tennesse Sta te
1 p.m. - Nashville, Tenn.

I

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday vs. Tenne ssee Tech
2 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday at North Carolina
6 p.m. - Clemson, S.C.

I

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Illinois College
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

